FRENCH INDO-CHINA
towards the West. The customary difficulties were the railway's passage
through an unpopulated country, and the fact that mountainous regions
made the construction expenses enormous. The terrible famine of 1931
in Annam reawakened interest in finishing the Transindochinois.
By 1932, out of all Doumer's programme, only 2,400 kilometres had
been built, at a cost of 162,000,000 francs. The depression stimulated
completing the original programme. The Transindochinois was
finished in 1936, despite its almost prohibitive bridging and tunnelling,
and the current year the Tanap-Thakkek line should give Laos an
eastern outlet.
Unfortunately for railway construction, by the time interest was
renewed in building new lines, motor competition had become very
important. Motor-buses charged much lower rates than trains. Native
travellers did not mind the discomfort, to the point of willingly riding
on fenders and hoods. The numerous breakdowns that ensued meant
nothing to the Indo-Chinese, who are never in a hurry. The govern-
ment seemed astonished at the appearance of these rivals to the rail-
ways. For years roads had been built that paralleled the railways, and
now there was great official surprise at the serpent that had beea
nourished in its public works bosom. A circulation tax on motor-buses
aimed to revive the drooping railways, which at best were slow,
expensive, and lazily negligent in their assured monopoly. Press cam-
paigns had vainly tried to rouse railways from their irresponsible
slumber, but it took the motor-bus competition to speed up railway
schedules, to lower their rates, and to import a few new locomotives.
Hie completion of the Transindochinois lengthens the colony's
total railways to 2,523 kilometres. The introduction of motor-rails has
formal an entirely new clientele who are not insensitive to the recent
reduction in, fares. Fourth-class passengers pay nowadays about a third
of         fares cost in 1925, and approximately half of the 1931 prices*
Ttiese factors have induced a return to public favour of the railways.
Am	wfaieli became effective in 1935 kid the ghost of their
rivalry         the nKtor-biis whereby these two transport systems re-
service on a co-operative geographic basis. The state
profited, for the motor-buses have obviated subsidizing
of the 'lippf steamship services. Native passengers totalled
7,300^000 iai z$}5>,«& .against 5,700,000 three years before. By 1937
the	of the	years will have been almost whoUy absorbed
the	opening ,•«£ new lines.
has |>em both die strength and the weakness

